Hyeyurn Chung (Sung Kyun Kwan University) "Chinamans do make lousy fathers." -Frank Chin, Chickencoop Chinaman "As long as you can, you will please the father, the most holy and fragile animal." -Chang-Rae Lee, Native Speaker
In an interview, Gus Lee remarked that he intentionally wrote his father out of his semi-autobiographical novel China Boy (1991) ; Lee candidly acknowledged that in lieu of telling the "truth" and demonizing his father as the "bad guy," he opted to place the senior Lee within the ranks of other postwar fathers, who were "archetypally absent" from the homestead (Guthman C-1; Connell 10).1) For this
• This work was supported by the Brain Korea 21 Project in 2007. 1) For the most part, J..re's China Boy and Honor and Duty draw heavily on his own experience; an older and wiser Kai narrates as he reflects back on his formative years with a more informed perspective. Labeling his works as "semi -autobiographical novels," Lee explains that even as taps into his own life for the plots of his reason, K. F. Ting makes his mark simply as an "absentee father" in the Ting household. 2) China Boy, however, IS not wanting in fatherfigures. In fact, this is a novel overrun with proxy fathers, who compete against K. F. as the topmost role model for Kai as he struggles to survive a troubled childhood in the black ghetto. Therefore at the core of this novel is Kai's quest for the consummate father who can induct him into American manhood and bestow its bounties upon him.
Leaving aside for now Lee's contrivance to "soft-pedal" the portrayal of his father in China Boy, the Asian American father remains a tangential figure within the context of American manhood and occupies a precarious position in the coterie of hegemonic men (Guthman C-1).
The historical narrative of Asian America offers countless examplesfrom the bachelor societies to bans on interracial marriages -of how its men were frustrated from the onset in accessing patriarchal and narratives, he took creative license to alter certain details so that he may safeguard the privacy and the dignity of his family. Despite such admission, Lee makes it difficult to demarcate fact from fiction by conflating himself with the narrator Kai who, at times, appears to be omniscent, which provokes allegations of "artlessness" in his works (Phelan 61) . While Lee's works should not be depreciated on those grounds alone, I observe moments in both texts, in which Lee interjects himself into the story at the risk of compromising the literariness of his works. One indication is Lee's differing behavior towards Kai in the hood and Kai at West Point, which is extremely telling of narrator Kai's (who is an approximation of Lee) ambivalence towards hegemonic discourse. A more exigent matter to address in a critical reading of Lee's works, then, is not a categorization of what's real and what's imagined but an interrogation of the manner in which Lee beguiles, to a certain extent, his actual ideology of minority survival in a majoritarian society. 2) Lee's texts seemingly utilize chapter titles as indicators of pecple, places, and events that cccupy a significant position in Kai's life. As a small detail, the noticeably missing chapter devoted to "Father" in China Boy speaks volumes by indicating K. white wife in tow, K F. takes a "major-league step toward cementing the American assimilation" (58). Conversely, Kai sets his sights on becoming a black Panhandle "streetfighta, " whose struggles on the street are, according to Kai, "really an effort to fix identity" (2, 3). Gus
Lee, therefore, establishes the black ghetto of postwar San Francisco as a constructive site for Kai, who undergoes a violent rite of passage through the "realm of the fist" into manhood (66 F., is "nothing against an airplane with guns and a pilot who knows how to kill" (54). America comes to signify strength and authority, which K. F. sees as absent from China, whose national fortitude was overthrown by colonial powers. 4 ) Kai observes that his father became "increasingly anti-Chinese" and evangelized his "rabid Pro-Americanism" in hopes that "Mei -gwo, the Beautiful Nation, the Pretty Country" will restore his spirits and manhood broken by the war (21, 54, 70).
Although K. F. takes excessive measures to erase his ethnicity and reinvent himself as a standard American by faithfully abiding by the tenets of conventional masculinity, he finds that he still cannot "make himself [a] Ward Cleaver" (12). Furthermore, K. F.'s emasculation is, without a doubt, intensified and complicated by his relationships to Edna, who represents the America that K. F. wants to embrace and be absorbed by. Edna, who had read all of Pearl Buck's novels about 4) Lee also subtly indicates K. F.'s racial castration by noting that he was born in the same month and year as P'u-yi, the ill-fated Last Emperor of China, whose place in history is marked by his powerlessness.
China, is drawn to K. F.'s foreignness and his Oriental "exotica" when they meet at a USO function for veterans and widows (57); subsequently, it IS their contrasts -Edna's Nordic features and K. F.'s "Oriental" ones -that bind them together. Still their marriage fails to legitimize K. F.'s masculinity because in hailing K. F. as an "Oriental,"
Edna italicizes his social prostration and establishes herself as the dominant discourse, which subjugates minority subjects. 5 ) Just as K F. is On his end, K. F., who sees himself as a "Chinese man [that] could not know the rules of this new nation," forfeits his patriarchal cachet 5) Here, Edna is the inversion of the ellusive white woman who grants citizenship to the racial others. Numerous minority male authors have employed white female bodies to represent their ideal of America. In effect, a white female body emblematizes a "trophy," which is awarded to racial (male) others who have succeeded in fully acclimating to white American standards. Patricia Chu observes that "the appearance of desirable but elusive white women in Asian American men's texts marks the struggles of Asian American males to establish identities in which Americanness, ethnicity, and masculinity are integrated [as well as those] to establish their literary authority and a literature of their own" (28). resistance" (Chinn 55 -6), and the Ting household is immediately rendered into a battlefield between conflicting culturaJ ideologies. Shen observes that it is atypical for a white woman to be chosen to articulate and compel hegemonic discourse onto racialized (male) subjectivities (110). Nonetheless, the fact that she is a graduate from Smith and a socialite from "an insular inner circle of elite Philadelphia society," seems to validate her as an apt candidate. Edna executes her subjugation and discipline of the racial other with the utmost competence; in an efficient manner, she presides over Kai and his family as the master of the house. Kai sardonically remarks that Edna "missed her calling when the SS closed its ranks to all corners after the demise of Hitler" (75). Very much like the German SS, Edna is ready to expunge all things "foreign" to "normalize" her domain.
to the "American woman [who] knew all the answers" (Honor 239).
Kai remarks that he and Janie "lived in an obverse world, where we did not have to wait for Father to return home for imposition of sentence" (China 170 efforts to make a connection, K. F. is incapable of "decoding" his children, which is not unlike white America's inability to comprehend 7) Edna is also invested in eradicating traces of the Ting's ethnic heritage; Edna destroys the Ting family crate, which contains the remnants of their past: photo albums, Dai-li's wedding gown, which her three daughters had hoped to wear on their wedding day, Kai's Chinese pens and inks, and the Calligraphy of Uncle Shim, and K. F.'s military memorabilia, including his "identity papers, photos and letters from war buddies, his old uniform, and Sam Browne belts" (China 85). She demotes the artifacts of a Chinese-American (family) history into "trash," which is "filthy," "foreign," "awful," and "dirty," and these become an "offering to assimilation" (85, 213). Edna's contempt of "uncleanliness" of the family crate is evocative of past racist rhetorics. Rachel C. Lee indicates that during the tum of the century, Asian immigrants were reviled for their supposed "unclean" habits and morals. Mainstream America likened "uncleanliness" to nonconformity to (white) American standards and it speciously steeped the discourse of "uncleanliness" within scientific terminology to "make 'cultural difference' a dirty word." The supposed "unhygienic nature" of the Asian other triggered an irrational fear of infection within white America; accordingly, early Asian Americans were vilified as "carriers of disease" (252 Toos' name evokes Toussaint Louverture, the founding father of Haiti. L'Ouverture (which means "the opening") was added to "Papa Toussaint's" name because many Haitians believed that he opened the way to freedom for their people. S ) Toos is not unlike his namesake; he is the "Saint of the Streets" who delivers Kai from the murderous hands of his aggressors, both on and off the streets. Describing the "theory of fights" as the main avenue into manhood, Taos encourages Kai to become a "streetfighta" so that he may survive the turbulent world that is white America (2, 98). Under the patronage of Taos, Kai learns how to achieve his objective of becoming an "accepted black male youth in the 1950s" (4). Furthermore, Toos' validation of Kai's blackness garners him acceptance in the forbidding streets of the 8) Louverture's first name, Toussaint, was given to him as he was born on All Saint's Day around 1743. It was not until much later in life (around 1793) that he added "L'Ouverture," or "the opener of the way" to his name. Several hypotheses exist regarding the origin of the name: in addition to the one specified above, another speculation is that Toussaint was "given the name for his uncanny ability to find and exploit openings on the battlefield." Another is that "it may have started as a friendly taunt, referring to the gap in his teeth courtesy of a spent bullet" ("Toussaint Louverture"). although Kai is in awe of these "patriarchs [of] grand authority," he also notes that these are lonely old men, who were "shunted "'into solo orbits around uncaring communities, [and] Americans, who shared in Asian Americans' affliction by war and racism (35, 45). Kai bolsters the black-Asian conjunction by drawing parallels between the Chinese hwa, language, and the black patois of the Panhandle, which "depended on inflection and musical tone and were indifferent to conjugation" (63). Kai also considers Toos' mother, violence of boxing fundamentally "nationalist [and] assimilationist" the science of boxing is problematic for those on the racial margins as it conveys a false sense of order to those who are subjected to the "chaos of a multilingual, multicultural America" (Nguyen 95, So 145 Considering that Edna's reign of brutality hinged on her mastery of "standard" English, it becomes of exceeding significance that Toos Another way in which Lee skirts the issue at hand is through Kai's affinity for Jewish Americans. In comparing Edna to the German SS, Kai parallels an Asian American's circumstance with that of the Jews in Nazi Germany. Historically ascribed as bllack, Jewish Americans have a),so been circumscribed within the racial margins. At the same time, their externals set them apart from African Americans as the model minority. Kai hopes that if he is "really, very good," he will be rewarded by coming back Jewish in his next lifetime (China 240); this indicates that Kai may have an inkling that being Jewish is even better than being black, given the former's capacity to occupy dual position in the racial hierarchy (Malcolm 422) . For Kai, the appeal of appropriating a Jewish American identity, then, lies in that it enables Kai to enjoy the best of both worlds: retain the constructive influence of black America on other people of color as well as enjoy the privilege of white America 
